It is shown how Penning ionization
is enhanced by the fact that the experimental techniques for detection of the products of (l.la) and (l.lb) are entirely different. Process (l.la), known as Penning ionization, has been investigated by measurement of the ions 1 and electrons, 2 whereas the excited states B** from process (l.lb) are 3 usually_ detected by optical spectroscopy.
For some purposes, however, it may be useful to look at these processes by stressing their common features rather than their differences. This is done in this paper, and it is hoped that from this treatment a better understanding of both reactions arises.
In both cases one has the following physical picture of the collision process: the atom A* is de-excited to its ground state while one electron is promoted to an excited orbital in the Coulomb field of the ion B+. The electronic transition matrix element may be formally written as v = <fiVIi> f+-i (2) where li> describes the initial state A*+ B which has the character of a bound state in both cases, so that only a limited range of configuration space contributes to the matrix element. From this it is evident that the final -- Section II summarizes more completely the essential physical ideas of our theoretical approach. It is shown in Section III that the autoionization width r is indeed continuous at € = o, the transition between processes (l.la) and (l.lb), and a simple model for evaluating r approximately is described in Section IV. SectionsV-VII then apply the approach to the asymptotically in the continuum of A+ B+ + e-(E) but has a strongly attractive well which falls below the ionization limit (see Figure 3 ).
The crossing point between V* and V+ = V[A + B+] is denoted as R+.
For distances R > R+ Penning ionization occurs, whereas in the range R < R+ transitions into the states A + B** take place since V* crosses through a quasi continuum of potential curves which dissociate to A and ** Rydberg states B
The crossing points of V* with Rydberg state potentials are Rn (thus R 00 = R+) and the potentials are denoted as
We consider first the expression for the probability that system * A + B is elastically scattered, i.e., without undergoing ionization or transition into a Rydberg state. The probability for reaching the turning point R 0 is:
where P( 00 ,R+), the probability that the system does not autoionize for R in the interval R+ < R < 00 , is familiar from Penning ionization 4 -6-
where f(R) is the autoionization width (units of energy) and vb(R) is the radial velocity for impact parameter b. P(R+,R 0 ), the probability that the system does not undergo transition into any of the Rydberg states for R in the interval R 0 < R < R+, is given by a product of Landau-Zener probabilities:
i.e., the probability of not transferring into any Rydberg state is the product of the probabilities of surviving each crossing elastically.
Combining Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5) gives (2. 6) In Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6) V* is the coupling between the initial state, ,n A*-B, and the nth Rydberg state, A-B**(n), evaluated at the crossing point R .
n We now wish to re-write Eq. (2.6) so that it looks as much as possible like Eq. (2.3), i.e., so that the probabilities of not autoionizing and of ,_ ·,, where n(R) is the inverse function of R(n) (R(n) is the crossing point R for continuous n (2.10)
The crossing point R(n) is defined by (2 .11) We have thus shown that the probability of transitions into the true continuum (Penning ionization) and into the quasi-continuum of Rydberg states is given by the same theoretical expression, and this is the basis of the unified treatment of all inelastic processes which occur during 0 0 ;;.;p -9-* the A -B collision. All of the formulae previously derived for Penning ionization 4 can thus be applied directly to the entire problem:
If, for example, the total inelastic probability is small, then the energy distribution of the electron is
I£' (R)I
R(E) being the inverse function of E(R). The integral over impact parameter
can be evaluated, so that Eq. (2.18) simplifies to
the cross section for the ionized electron to have an energy in the increment (E,E+rlE). ForE < 0 the quantity O(E)i'1E is the cross section for formation of the Rydberg state B** whose energy lies in the interval (E,E+i1E).
-10-
From the previous section it is seen that the width function f(R)
is given by
with £ E(R), and where
~ is the (Born-Oppenheimer) electronic wa~efunction of A*-B, <PN-l the wavefunction of A-B+, X is the one-electron orbital for the Nth electron £ in the final state, and V is the operator (actually the total electronic Hamiltonian) which couples the states.
In this section we show that f(R) is a smooth, continuous function at R = R+' i.e., at£= 0. This is intuitively clear, since for purposes of evaluating the matrix element in Eq. (3.2) there seems little difference between an electron that is "just bound", or "just unbound", in the attractive Coulomb potential.
To facilitate the analysis we define
in terms of which r is given by 0 0
The £ dependence is now all contained in the function ~£' and it is thus necessary only to consider it in the vicinity of £ = 0. Furthermore, since ~N is a bound state function, one is only interested in ~£(r) for r in a finite region about the origin, for this is the only region which contributes to the matrix element.
We thus consider the WKB approximation for ~£(r). First, for £ > 0, one has where
and where atomic units are being used. £ is the orbital angular momentum of the electron, and r< is the inner turning point,
2£
For X normalized this way one has p(£) = 2/rr, so that
JkW (3.8) For £ < 0 the WKB approximation for the normalized orbital X (r) is
The normalization constant C is determined
in the usual fashion:
differentiation of the WK.B eigenvalue relation r (n + i)n c r> dr J2.r. and (3.13) give
(3.14) Jk(rY which is identical to Eq. (3.8) for E > 0 and establishes our principle assertation.
The above analysis has employed WKB radial functions for the coulomb orbital, but this is not an essential limitation of the result. The WKB wavefunctions could, for example, be replaced by uniform approximations valid also in the vicinity of the inner turning-point r<. The cases E > 0 and E < 0 differ then only in that there is no outer turning point for E > 0, while there is for E < 0. Since this region of r contributes neglibly to the matrix element, this difference has neglible effect. Our primitive approximation of V*£ is constructed as follows: guided by physical intuition rather than by a rigorous der-ivation we assume that the exchange matrix element can be approximated as
where <~{2)IH' ~~(2)> is the probability amplitude of a one electron jump from B to A. We regard electron 2_as "hard" to move compared to electron 1, so in order to get the order of magnitude and the R-dependence of V*£ right, one should take care that this matrix element is evaluated realistically. The remainder of the paper describes application of the above theoretical * model to the He + F system. The potential curves for the system of He,F 2 ( E-states only) are shown in Figure 5 , and one sees that a potential curve V* exists which crosses both ranges, the continuum states Diabatically, V* dissociates to He++ F-, adiabatically to He*(2 3 s) -F.
The following method has been used to estimate the potential V*. Table 1 ). 
+ -
The potential V[He -F ],which will be denoted as V* from now on,has . 2 the symmetry ~. Since total spin is conserved and the collision energies we consider are too low to allow for rotational coupling, the final states He -F+ + e-(£) must have the same symmetry. Therefore we take into account He Na (B E ) + He + Na (2p 3pcr)
All four potentials were normalized to zero for R + oo and the following differences computed: 
* 4 3
The higher potential curves, Re-F (2p ( P)np) n > 3, are taken to be + the same shape as that of Re-F , shifted to the asymptotic value of the The quantity in Figure 6 . For E > 0 it is a smooth function and for the three calculated levels np (n = 3,•4,5) it is drawn as a histogram.
A logarithmic plot of f(R) is shown in Figure 7 . The values f(R ), n n = 3,4,5 are computed from the appropriate terms in Figure 6 . upper curve is appropriate to reactions (1.3a), (1.3b), and (1.3c) and the lower one to reach (1.3d). 
